BC-REPLACING COOLING TRAY FAN BC-2 to BC-5
1
IN THE EVENT YOUR COLING FAN GOES BAD
(Often if going bad it will short out and trip
circuit breaker inside roaster when it is turned
on at control panel)
Here is instructions on how to replace it:
1.

2.

3.

4 & 5:

You will need to remove the cooling tray to
get to bolts to remove the Motor bracket
that holds fan to Cooling tray (On BC-3 to 5
models you will need to open utility door
to loosen the 4 thumb screws on the bottom
of cooling tray in order to lift it off to get
to the bolts that hold the fan bracket in
place)
2. Once cooling tray is removed and set aside
you can use a hex key and pliers to remove
the 4 bolts that hold the fan and bracket to
Base of roaster and cooling tray
3. Once fan and bracket are removed from base
of roaster you can remove the bracket from
defective fan.
4. Depending on the way your fan is setup (new
2021 fans are setup pointing upward to blow
heat into the exhaust pipe) you may need to
readjust the setup on fan to aim upward. To
do this first remove the squirrel cage of
fan to get to the back 4 bolts that hold the
squirrel cage housing so it can be turned to
face direction that exhaust pipe was set on
original fan (See images 4-5 on this)
SPECIAL NOTE ON WIRING:
Before disconnecting wiring be sure to take
pictures so you can use existing wire on
machine to attach to new fan
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5. Once you get the direction of new fan to
match the direction of defective fan then
put the squirrel cage back into fan and make
sure it is up and away from the bottom of
housing so it will not rub when one
(Generally you can make the top end of
squirrel cage level with top of the fan
motor shaft)
6. Next reattach the bracket and then attach
to the body of roaster.
7. Reattach the wiring to the new fan. If
possible use the existing wire that came out
of roaster so as not to need to do rewiring
inside roaster. See pictures for help on
wiring
Inside the wire box you will likely see the
Black wire attached to the red and green
wire in fan and the red wire from electric
cord attached to black and blue wire in fan.
ALWAYS TAKE PICTURES OF WIRING IN CASE
FAN FACTORY CHANGES COLORS OF WIRING

IF YOU NEED FURTHER HELP PLEASE EMAIL:
TECH@BUCKEYECOFFEE.COM
Make sure to provide your account number with
email to speed up help!

